Abstract-This paper considers the application of cooperative base-station (BS) transmission schemes to the downlink of multicell networks. Based on a simplified Wyner-type network model with users clustered at the cell-edges, closed form sum rate expressions for non-fading channels are derived for dirty-paper coding (DPC), linear zero-forcing (ZF) precoding, and co-phasing with reuse. By extending the model to include cell-interior users, the capacity region for various transmission strategies is determined for the rate pairs achievable by the two classes of users. In addition to the upper bound of DPC across the whole network and the simple approach of having adjacent BSs alternate between serving cell-edge and cell-interior users, we consider several hybrid approaches to serve cell-interior users in each cell but cell-edge users in alternating cells. These hybrid approaches allow the cooperation to be localized among adjacent BSs based on either DPC or superposition coding (SPC). The resulting capacity regions show the tradeoff for improving performance based on techniques that have differing levels of BS cooperation and processing complexity and differing requirements for channel state information at the transmitter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cellular networks have attracted a significant amount of research effort, owing to their popular use in providing services to mobile users. While the conventional single-cell-processing (SCP) approach is insufficient to deal with inter-cell interference, the recently proposed cooperative BS transmission schemes ( [1] and reference therein) are promising in this aspect. The downlink cooperative BS transmission problem can be formulated as a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) broadcast channel (BC) problem. In [2] and reference therein, the capacity region of MIMO BC was found and the capacityachieving strategy essentially requires DPC, whose processing complexity prohibits its implementation. Therefore, it is of interest to analyze the performance benefits of various suboptimal cooperative BS transmission schemes.
In the first part of this paper, we consider a simplified Wyner-type network model [3] with users clustered at the celledges. For the nonfading case, we have obtained closed form sum rate expressions for intra-cell time-division-multiplexing (TDM) combined with inter-cell DPC, inter-cell ZF precoding, and Co-Phasing with reuse. More detailed results are reported in our previous work [4] , where we additionally consider the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) precoding and successfully show the relationships among the three linear precoding schemes (co-phasing with reuse, ZF and MMSE).
In the second part of this paper, we extend the model to include cell-interior users. We characterize the capacity region for various transmission schemes for the rate pairs of the two classes of users. Besides the upper bound achieved by DPC across the whole network and the baseline achieved by the cell-breathing [8] scheme, we also study several other hybrid strategies to serve cell-edge users in alternating cells and cell-interior users in each cell with either SPC or DPC. The comparison of the achievable rate regions by different transmission schemes exhibits a tradeoff between the performance improvement and the processing complexity (BS cooperation level and channel state information requirement).
II. NETWORK MODEL
In this paper, we consider two simplified Wyner-type circular network models: one with cell-edge users only (single-class network) and one with both cell-edge and cell-interior users (double-class network). Note that the single-class network is a special case of the double-class network with the number of cell-interior users set to zero. To save space, we only describe the double-class network model. The (N, K i , K e ) double-class network is composed of N cells, each with a single-antenna BS, a group of K i singleantenna cell-interior users and a group of K e single-antenna cell-edge users. The BSs are located uniformly along a ring. The cell-interior users are located close to their own BS. The cell-edge users are located at the cell-edge between their own BS and the adjacent BS. The cell-interior users see their own BS only, while the cell-edge users see their own BS and the adjacent BS only. The (4, 6, 5) double-class network is illustrated in Figure 1 . The downlink channel and the dual uplink channel (with the BSs and the users switching roles) of the (N, K i , K e ) doubleclass network are,
, the path gains between BS m and the cell-interior users of cell n, are,
and h † e,mn = [ h e,mn1 , · · · , h e,mnKe ], the path gains between BS m and the cell-edge users of cell n, are,
For both the single-class network and the double-class network, we assume that time-division-duplex (TDD) is used for uplink-downlink separation so that the BSs can estimate H † . Moreover, the BSs can cooperate in transmission. The sum power constraints on the downlink and the uplink are
≤ SNR, resp. We mainly focus on the per-cell-power-constrained scenario, where SNR is also the average received signal-to-noise-ratio of a cell-edge user if it is receiving from its own full-power BS only. Assuming coding over long time periods, we will characterize the ergodic per-cell sum rate of cell-edge users for the single-class network model and the ergodic per-cell sum rate pair (R e , R i ) of cellinterior users and cell-edge users for the double-class network model.
III. SINGLE-CLASS NETWORK
In this section, we briefly outline some results for the singleclass network in our previous report [4] .
Before proceeding to characterize the performance of various transmission schemes, we first find an upper bound and a baseline to the per-cell sum rate, which delimits our working region. The upper bound is achieved by DPC over all N K users. In the loaded (N, K) single-class network under the sum power constraint N SNR, the per-cell sum rate achieved by DPC over all users is,
The performance baseline is achieved by the conventional non-cooperative single-cell processing scheme. Under the percell power constraint SNR, the single-cell processing scheme achieves the following per-cell sum rate,
In the following, we consider several suboptimal cooperative BS transmission schemes, where TDM is used within each cell, meaning only one user in each cell is actively receiving information at any time instance. The N BSs and the N active users form an (N, 1) single-class network, where,
where h ii = e jθii and h (i+1) i = αe jθ (i+1) i . Let Θ = θ ii − θ ii+1 be the macro-phase parameter.
A. Inter-cell Co-Phasing with Reuse
The inter-cell co-phasing with reuse scheme: at odd time instances, each active user in the odd cells is served by both of its reachable BSs, while the active users in the even cells are not served; at the even time instance, the users in the odd cells and the even cells switch roles. The achievable per-cell sum rate by inter-cell co-phasing with reuse: under the per-cell power constraint SNR,
under the sum power constraint N SNR,
B. Inter-Cell DPC
The inter-cell DPC scheme: the N BSs transmit to the N active users cooperatively using DPC. In the N -cell singleclass network under the per-cell power constraint SNR, the maximal ergodic per-cell sum rate achieved by the inter-cell DPC scheme, R DPC (N, SNR, α), is,
where,
C. Inter-Cell ZF
The inter-cell ZF scheme: the N BSs transmit to the N active users cooperatively using the linear ZF precoder. The channel matrix H † (9) is assumed to be nonsingular, since ZF precoder is not well-defined otherwise. In the N -cell singleclass network under the per-cell power constraint SNR, the maximal ergodic per-cell sum rate achieved by the inter-cell ZF scheme, R ZF (N, SNR, α), is,
In particular, if α = 1, R ZF (N, SNR) simplifies to be,
Moreover, in large networks and high SNR region, the asymptotic performance gap between the maximal achievable per-cell sum rates by the inter-cell DPC scheme and the inter-cell ZF scheme is,
Note that, as the two reachable paths gets more symmetric (α → 1), the asymptotic performance gap between the intercell DPC scheme and the inter-cell ZF scheme increases. The extreme case is that each user sees two equally strong paths, where the gap is unbounded as shown in (17).
D. Performance Comparison
In the 32-cell single-class network with α = 0.75, we plot the upper bound of DPC across the whole network with sum power constraint, and compare the performance of inter-cell TDM with a per cell power constraint for inter-cell DPC, intercell ZF, co-phasing with reuse (with sum power constraint) and noncooperative SCP. Remark Figure 2 indicates a hybrid scheme switching between co-phasing with reuse and inter-cell ZF, depending on the SNR value. This interesting observation has been exploited in our previous work [4] .
IV. DOUBLE-CLASS NETWORK
We first delimit our working region of (R e , R i ) with an outer bound and a baseline. The outer bound is achieved by DPC over all N (K i +K e ) users [2] . With the uplink-downlink duality [5] , [6] , we can analyze the dual uplink channel, with a total power constraint SNR in each cell. Owing to the symmetry inherent in the network model, the optimal dual uplink power allocation between the two user groups in each cell is identical across the cells.
Lemma 4.1 (DPC over All Users): In the double-class network with many cell-edge users per-cell (K e large) under the sum power constraint N SNR, the achievable rate region by DPC over all users is: let R DPC (P e , P i ) be the set of (R e , R i ) such that,
where (P e , P i ) is the power split between the two user groups in each cell; the achievable rate region by DPC over all users, R DPC , is the union of R DPC (P e , P i ) over all possible power splits (P e , P i ) such that P e + P i = SNR. For a baseline of our working region, we use a simplified version of the cell-breathing technique [8] as follows: at odd time instances, each odd BS transmits to its own cell-edge user group with power Q e and each even BS transmits to its cell-interior user group with power Q i , as shown in Figure  3 ; at even time instances, the odd BSs and even BSs switch roles. In Figure 3 (also for Figures 4-6 ), solid thick arrows denote intended transmissions and dashed thin arrows denote interferences. Note that, besides over time instances, the cell-breathing technique can also be implemented over carriers in a multicarrier system, where the per-cell power constraint can be satisfied.
Lemma 4.2 (Performance Region of Cell-Breathing): The achievable rate region by the above cell-breathing strategy, R CB , is the set of (R e , R i ) such that,
where Q e and Q i are positive parameters of the cell-breathing scheme such that Q i + Q e = 2SNR.
A. Cell-Breathing with SPC
The cell-breathing with SPC strategy: at odd time instances, each odd BS transmits to its own cell-edge user group with power Q e and SPC to its cell-interior user group with power Q i1 , while each even BS transmits to its cell-interior user group with power Q iα , as shown in Figure 4 ; at even time instances, the odd BSs and the even BSs switch roles. The achievable rate region by the cell-breathing with SPC (CB-SPC) strategy, R CB−SPC , is the set of (R e , R i ) such that,
where the positive power split (Q e , Q i1 , Q iα ) satisfies Q e + Q i1 + Q iα = 2SNR. The boundary of R CB−ASPC is characterized by R i (R e ), the maximal R i in R CB−ASPC for fixed R e , as follows,
which achieved by the following power split,
achieved by the following power split, 2 2Re −1)) .
B. Cell-Breathing with DPC
The cell-breathing with DPC strategy: at odd time instances, each odd BS transmits to its cell-interior user group with power Q i and informs the interfered even BS of the transmitted signal, each even BS transmits to its own cell-edge user group with power Q e using DPC based on the side information from its interfering BS, as shown in Figure 5 ; at even time instances, the odd BSs and the even BSs switch roles. The achievable rate region of the cell-breathing with DPC (CB-DPC) strategy, R CB−ADPC , is the set of (R e , R i ) such that,
where the power split (Q e , Q i ) satisfies Q e + Q i = 2SNR.
C. Co-Phasing with SPC
The co-phasing with SPC strategy: at odd time instances, each odd-even BS pair coherently transmit to their common cell-edge user group with power Q e1 and Q eα , resp, and SPC to the cell-interior user group with power Q i1 and Q iα , resp, as shown in Figure 6 ; at even time instances, the odd BSs and the even BSs switch roles. The achievable rate region of the co-phasing with SPC (CoPh-SPC) strategy, R CoPh−SPC , is the set of (R e , R i ) such that,
where the power split (Q e1 , Q eα , Q i1 , Q iα ) satisfies Q e1 + Q eα + Q i1 + Q iα = 2SNR. The boundary of R CoPh−SPC is characterized by R i (R e ), the maximal R i in R CoPh−SPC for fixed R e , as follows,
achieved by the following power split, . Figure 7 shows the performance comparison of all the above strategies in the double-class network with α = 1, β = 4 and SNR = 20dB. Figure 8 compares cell-breathing with DPC and co-phasing with SPC for various β.
D. Performance Comparison

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
With fairness in mind, we focus on the R i = R e line in Figures 7 and 8 . DPC over all users achieves the biggest rate, at the cost of significant processing complexity and perfect channel state information at transmitter (CSIT). Cellbreathing with SPC captures some performance gain without CSIT requirement. Co-phasing with SPC achieves a bigger rate than cell-breathing with SPC, but requires CSIT. Cellbreathing with DPC (small dimension) outperforms co-phasing with SPC at low β, while co-phasing with SPC wins out at high β, as shown in Figure 8 . 
